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ON ORDER
56' (17.07m)   2025   Absolute   56 Fly
Staten Island  New York  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Absolute
Engines: 2 Volvo Penta Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: D8-IPS800 Cruise Speed:
Engine HP: 600 Max Speed:
Beam: 15' 9" Cabins/Heads: /
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: 171 G (647.31 L) Fuel: 686 G (2596.79 L)

Call for Price
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Data Sheet

Category: Flybridge
Condition: New
Model Year: 2025
Beam: 15'9'' (4.80m)
LOA: 57' 10'' (17.63m)

Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Fiberglass

Fuel Tank: 686 gal (2596.79 liters)
Fresh Water: 171 gal (647.31 liters)
HIN/IMO: Absolute2024

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
Volvo Penta
D8-IPS800
600HP
447.42KW
Fuel: Diesel

Engine 2
Volvo Penta
D8-IPS800
600HP
447.42KW
Fuel: Diesel
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Summary/Description

Be charmed by Absolute 56 FLY, a captivating combination of versatility, innovation, and excellence, to guide you
through an experience of absolute pleasure. Discover the reasons that make her everything you had always wanted.

Be charmed by Absolute 56 FLY, a captivating combination of versatility, innovation, and excellence, to
guide you through an experience of absolute pleasure. Discover the reasons that make her everything you
had always wanted.The revolution of the FLY range continues. Technological innovation, Italian design and
attention to detail come together to shape 56 FLY – the Absolute Charisma, the new evolution of Absolute
excellence.

Manufacturer Provided Description

56 FLY – Charisma is a proven mix of engineering innovation, Italian design and a passion for details: it stands out with
its personality, comfort and versatility, captivating lines and on-board living space, for you to experience the pleasure of
the sea freely and to fully enjoy its boundless panorama.

“Charisma” encapsulates the essence of 56 FLY, which brings together and builds on the most successful features of
previous boats. Universal and recognizable, but also unique and personal: charisma means many details and nuances
that anyone can relate to. The charisma of a boat with a strong personality inspiring enthusiasm and energy, attracting
others with its prestige, but most importantly, a boat that invites the owner to experience its charm and discover their
reason why it is everything they had always wanted.

The strong personality of Absolute 56 FLY is expressed in its striking lines as well as in the interiors,
featuring comfortable, refined and highly practical spaces. Numerous storage areas make life easier and comfortable on
board, while keeping things tidy in the sleeping area as well as in the living area. There is also a fully equipped,
modernly designed kitchen and an area for a washer-dryer in the lower deck hall way to make sure you will never miss
being at home.

The sleeping area will provide plenty of room to sleep in comfort. The full-beam owner’s cabin in the bow isdesigned to
ensure privacy and convenience, as well as outstanding views through large windows. Its modern interiors are
embellished with sophisticated features, transparent details between the cabin and bathroom, and textural contrasts. As
spacious as a second owner’s cabin, the VIP cabin is also full beam. A comfortable third cabin with single beds and
a double crew cabin complete the sleeping area. With no inner steps, all lower deck cabins make the most of heights and
volumes, with surprisingly large windows for unrivalled morning views, with plenty of natural light flooding in.

Natural light and beautiful views are a highlight to enjoy in every area of the boat: the boundaries between the boat and
the sea are blurred by transparent panels in the cockpit area, as well as by the open railing, offering excellent visibility
from the main deck. The visual experience becomes even more immersive thanks to large electric windows, to enjoy the
view even when you are comfortably seated inthe saloon, whilealso bringing some fresh air in.

Disclaimer

The company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate
such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change or withdrawal
without notice.
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